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Interior Decorating

At Chicoco we take pride in the details. The final finish
you see depends on the love, care and attention we
give each and every step of the process.

chicocodecorating.com



We love colour, 

With so many quality brands as key partners
you can be assured of the finish and colours         

Customer service, For the 3rd year in a row
we have been awarded best in category for
outstanding customer service by Houzz.         

Interior Decorating

Premium quality, premium service, always

Quality, For us decorating is a passion, we continually
find ways to raise the bar, embracing traditional and
new technologies.

chicocodecorating.com

Service, We treat our clients and our team members in a way that we would expect to
be treated, these simple values resonate through our client reviews and awards.

Traditional, All of our team are highly skilled individuals, we embrace traditional
methods such as brush and rolling. Sometimes these ways are still the best.

New technologies, We adopt new technologies when it brings a benefit to the end
result or how we achieve our standards. Airborne dust is fully manged with HEPA rated
dust extraction equipment with all our interior sanding equipment. Airless Paint
Spraying and HVLP spraying are also deployed where appropriate.

Teamwork, We know decorating can be disruptive, whilst we will never rush our work,
having the ability to put a sizable team to any project allows for a timely completion.

Fixed price quotations, The price we quote is the price you pay, no surprises.

Fully insured, Our commitment to you and your property comes in many forms and we
bring a £5,000,000 cover as standard.

Reputation, Our reviews speak for themselves, check out our many 5 Star reviews on
Google, Yell and various other platforms.

Love your home


